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The last decade has seen great advancements in
technology and one of the industries that has seen the
most growth is the financial industry. In this day and
age, most financial transactions can be initiated by the
tap of a screen. Trading a stock means clicking a button.
Sending money is a swipe away. Shopping for houses is as
easy as having an internet connection and knowing what
zip code you are looking for.
As in many cases, the easier the access to the financial
sector becomes, the more likely people will make
irrational and unwise decisions. Take, for example, the
stock market. With easy-to-use apps, people are getting
into the market at unprecedented rates. Usually that is
good, as we know that over the long term the stock market
helps build wealth. However, because many people who
are getting in with
such ease are
uneducated on the
dynamics of the
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on hopes and dreams and not on reality, and in turn, are
driving up stocks that are completely worthless. Or they
are piling into the market at its peak, thinking that this
time around it will continue on an indefinite uptrend. The
“dot com bubble” in the early 2000s saw similar activity
and the end result was not good.
So, while we have all been blessed to live in a time
where technology gives us access to markets that were
previously unavailable to the average person, it is vital
to stay diligent and grounded. A few points that are
important to consider as you make financial decisions:
Greed will kill your finances. As greed settles in, the
chances of you taking unnecessary risks increases and it
is downhill from there.
A prudent investment strategy needs to be based on
evidence, not hype. When finding a place to put your
money, you must perform due diligence to make sure it
is going somewhere with a track record of good results.
Leveraging is a horrible idea unless it is a mortgage on a
property that you can afford.
Never make long-term financial decisions based off
of your best-case scenario or highest earning years.
Instead, use multi-year average earnings and
then discount it when making decisions on
what you can or cannot afford payments on.
>>continued on next page >>

>> Not That Easy continued
High fees and high turnover in your investment portfolio
will destroy your portfolio balance.
Being passive does pay off in the investment world.
Many times, people think that they need to constantly
change their portfolio holdings if they want to succeed.
Finding a good place to park your money and leaving it
alone often brings better results than constantly changing
things.

relevant, and in line with their value system. If you do not
take time figuring that out, there is a big chance you will
fall victim to irrational financial decision-making.

You cannot time the markets. Accepting this will help
you avoid the common pitfalls of buying high and selling
low. Finding good investments and consistently adding to
them will usually yield you a better result.
Considering more than your financial
return when making an investment does
lead to long-term happiness. Knowing
your money is invested in an ethical
company that does work that lines up with
your value system is better than investing
in a company that operates counter to
your value system, even if the monetary
return is slightly less.
Budgeting does work. A recent study
showed that, out of their participants,
only 40% of people earned more than
they spent. It was also interesting that only
42% of people in the study kept a budget.
Seems like there may be some correlation.
Finance is a marathon, not a sprint. God
does not intend for us to be either rich
or poor, but instead calls us to be diligent
with what he gives us and to add to it over
time. Being consistent with your finances
will benefit you more than looking for
speculative investments.
A lot of these points seem like they are
basic lessons, but a recent study showed
that only 57% of people in the US and 68%
of Canadians are financially literate. While
that's higher than the world average, it
is lower than many western/advanced
countries. So, although access to the
financial sector through technology is
increasing at a rapid pace, it seems like
the education about how to engage with
it is not always moving as fast. At a time
when everything is accessible, it becomes
much more important to be grounded in
what you do or do not believe. Above are
just a few lessons that I feel are important
to consider. However, each person needs
to take time to decide what is important,

Church Survey Contest Winners
In the fall of 2020 we asked our NAB Churches to complete a short
survey we had sent out. The reason Church Investors Fund conducted
the survey was two-fold. First, Church Investors Fund is putting together
a short video appreciating smaller churches at the upcoming NAB
Triennial Conference in July. Second, we want to better understand the
churches we serve and the needs they may have. We understand that
together we can accomplish more for His kingdom.
The number of responses we received exceeded our expectation, and
the many different ways our churches are serving their communities are
a true blessing to God's kingdom. We continued to receive responses
up until a couple of weeks ago, and therefore were finally able to close
the survey and choose the winners of the contest.
We randomly chose three churches from the list of churches who filled
out the survey to receive a $1,000 donation to help further the ministry
of the church. Congratulations to First Baptist Church in
Colfax, WA, Four Winds Church in Royse City, TX and
Terwillegar Community Church in Edmonton, AB.
Blessings to all of God's churches as they serve their
communities.

Living H2O

Focus on the Facts

"A faithful man will
abound with blessings, but
whoever hastens to be rich
will not go unpunished."

57%

-Proverbs 28:20

of people in the US are
financially literate.

Insights from S&P Ratings Services Global Financial
Literacy Survey, 2014.
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@ NAB Triennial Conference 2021

Every three years the North American Baptist Conference holds a
large conference for their affiliated churches. It has served as a way
for churches throughout the U.S. and Canada to come together for
connection, refreshment, growth, and of course, a little business.
Due to the COVID pandemic, this year it will be held virtually from
July 9-11, 2021. This means the Conference is offering this year's
conference free of charge for everyone. The theme this year
is Reimagining Hospitality.
If you have attended Triennial Conferences in the past, you will be excited to know that all
the main sessions and breakout sessions are still being provided. If you have not attended a
Triennial Conference, we at Church Investors Fund encourage you to sign up! You will certainly
find topics and speakers that will perk your interest. Sign up at www.nabtriennial.com.
Over the years Church Investors Fund has always attended and supported the NAB Triennial
Conference in various ways. This year will be no different. Below are a few areas you can find
Church Investors Fund at this year's conference, along with a some exciting new features on
our website that we plan to have ready to go by the conference in July.

Visit our Virtual Booth

Come visit our virtual
booth! We invite you to look
around, see what is new at
Church Investors Fund, and
connect with us. There will be
opportunities to schedule a
virtual appointment to discuss
your investment or loan needs.

Personal Finance Break-Out Session

Whether you are in good financial shape and simply looking
for confirmation, in decent financial shape but could use a
little fine tuning, or struggling mightily and are ready to make
changes, we encourage you to register for our
Personal Finance Break-Out session.
The first 25-30 minutes will be teaching, followed
by 20 minutes or so of Q&A.

Online Application

We are working on an online investment application
that will allow you to open an investment without
ever having to fill out paperwork.

NEW! Church Resource Center
The purpose of the Center is to provide information to
churches in the various areas involved in running a church.
The information provided is not the be-all-end-all, but rather
a resource. We hope that as you browse the various
topics, you will find information that will help your
church and allow you to focus more on God’s
ministries and the community you are called to serve.

Small Church
Appreciation

Be sure to attend the
main sessions. During
one of them there will be
a short 3-minute video in
appreciation of the impact
our smaller churches are
having on God's kingdom.
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Liquid Investments

New Ministry Partner!
We are pleased to announce that we have a
partnership with CIF Advisors, Inc. which is a
Registered Investment Advisor.
CIF Advisors, Inc. can provide financial planning
services for individuals or organizations, along with
investment management services for your marketbased investments.
If you have any interest in this type of investment
account, feel free to reach out to Igor
Mokhov at 916-380-8171 or call us at
800-543-2343 for more details.

Bible Facts Trivia
Proverbs 1:5 states: Let the wise
_____ and add to their learning,
and let the discerning get ____.

Foundation

No minimum term
● Add funds at any time
● Redeem funds up to three times per 		
month without penalty
●

Building and Ministry Fund

Funds available on demand
No penalties when used for
qualified purposes
● Variable rate based on three-year Term Certificate
●
●

FOUNDATION CERTIFICATES*
$250 to
$999

$1,000 to
$9,999

$10,000 to
$29,999

$30,000 to
$49,999

$50,000+

0.65%

0.65%

0.90%

1.15%

1.40%

CERTIFICATES FOR CHURCHES ONLY*
Building Fund Certificate
Ministry Fund Certificate

0.70%
0.70%

1.20%
1.20%

* Actual rate earned depends upon the then current rates and the dollar amount invested. We invite
you to call or visit our website at www.ChurchInvestorsFund.org to review the most current rates.
The purchase of Church Investors Fund securities is subject to risks, which are described in our Offering Circular. This
is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to buy Church Investors Fund securities. Such an offer is made only
by the Offering Circular and only in those states where Church Investors Fund securities may lawfully be offered or sold.
Church Investors Fund securities are not FDIC, SIPC or CDIC insured.
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